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Thesis Abstract

In the current context of heightened security, expanded research effort is needed for

exploring novel biometric modalities, while continuing to improve existing solutions.

The purpose of this research is to investigate whether the 3D spatiotemporal dynam-

ics of facial expressions can be used for person identification, and to compare the

advantages of this novel approach to classic face recognition using static mugshots.

The working hypotheses are formulated as follows:

Hypothesis 1: Human facial movements are stable over time and suffi-

ciently distinctive across individuals to be used as a biometric identifier.

However, there exists a hierarchy in the reproducibility and uniqueness

of facial actions, such that some facial expressions are more suitable for

person recognition compared to others.

Hypothesis 2: There exists a motion signature associated with moving

faces, which describes not only the behavioural traits of a person, but

also reveals physical idiosyncrasies that becomes visible only when the

face is in motion. This identity cue is independent from the physical

information conveyed by static faces, such that the temporal dynamics of

facial expressions contribute to improve identity perception.

The purpose of the present Chapter is to conduct a literature review on what has

been done previously in related fields with regard to the use of facial motions in

biometrics, in light of which we examine how further progress can be made.
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1 The role of motion in face perception

1.1 Categorising facial signals

The face is by far the most important organ for interpersonal communication in

our social life. It is capable of conveying emotions, cognitive states, identity, and

furthermore, it also houses an important part of the speech-production apparatus.

In an extensive study published in 2005, Pantic suggested that signals produced by

the human face can be classified into four categories [1]:

• Static signals: permanent features of the face, e.g. the bone structure, the

overall proportions of the face, the soft tissue, the skin property which deter-

mines the light reflection, and thus, affects the face appearance.

• Slow signals: changes which occur gradually over time e.g. wrinkles and loss of

the skin elasticity. Considerable growth of the skeletal structures can usually

be observed in infants and young adults, along with an increase in both the

muscle and fatty tissues. Later, there is little change in the bone structure,

although the cartilage often continues to grow, especially in men, affecting in

particular the shape of the nose [2]. These aging effects cause the static signals

to be non permanent over large periods of time.

• Rapid signals: temporary neuromuscular activities which cause either visible

changes in the face appearance, or in the head position and orientation with re-

spect to the viewer. These signals include both nonrigid motions (e.g. speech,

facial expressions) and rigid motions (e.g. head nodding, shaking). Rapid

signals can be voluntary e.g. speech, or involuntary e.g. blinking, blushing.

• Artificial signals: artifices e.g. eye-glasses, cosmetics and facial hair.
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The static facial signals are traditionally employed for identity recognition. The

most popular algorithms include methods that extract facial geometrical informa-

tion for recognition [3–5], or those which project the raw face images into a low-

dimensional subspace and use the projection coefficients for matching, e.g. Eigen-

faces [6], Fisherfaces [7], and ICA-based algorithms [8]. There also exists an emerging

trend, called skin texture analysis, that exploits the visual details of the skin [9].

Regardless of the methods employed, the slow, rapid and artificial facial signals

are traditionally regarded as problems that degrade the recognition performance and

need to be overcome [10–13]. For example, extensive effort has been made to develop

expression-invariant algorithms that consist of matching facial features around the

nose region that do not deform too much with facial expressions [14]. This approach

may be challenging since the human face in real-world is a living animated object

rather than a static one. Furthermore, the nose region alone may not be sufficiently

discriminative when the biometric database is large.

A new research trend has recently emerged, suggesting that the slow signals and

the artificial facial signals can contribute to improve identity recognition. For ex-

ample, slow facial signals can be exploited for age estimation, while artificial signals

facilitate gender recognition [1]. As far as the rapid signals are concerned, only

a few studies in computer science have investigated their use for identity recogni-

tion [13,15–18]. These pioneer works mainly focussed on developing algorithms while

ignoring some fundamental questions: is facial motion a viable biometric feature?

Is it stable and unique to each individual? Does facial motion convey an additional

identity cue that is different to that of a static face? The objective of this chap-

ter is to gather evidence and findings from related research fields (e.g. psychology,

neuroscience, articulatory phonetics) in order to gain a better understanding of the

usefulness of facial motion for application in biometric identification.
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1.2 Three theories from perceptual psychology

Research in cognitive neuropsychology has long established that motion plays an

important role in many object recognition tasks [19–21]. However, the relation-

ship between static and dynamic perceptions remains unclear. In the particular

case of face recognition, it has been proven that the visual kinetics facilitate face

recognition under sub-optimal viewing conditions, e.g. when faces are degraded by

negation [22], black and white thresholding [23], and pixelation [24]. If a majority of

researchers believe that facial motion improves identity perception, a small number

of experimental studies disagree. At least three theories have been proposed:

• There exists a motion signature per se: motion reveals the idiosyncratic pat-

terns of faces, these constitute a reliable cue for the identity if repeated reg-

ularly [25]. Besides, facial movements are believed to carry rich information

about gender [26,27], age [28], and to some extent, identity [22–24,27,29].

• The structure-from-motion concept: motion provides multiple viewpoints of

the head, and several facial poses. As a result, this facilitates identity percep-

tion, but the temporal dynamic itself does not have any significant contribu-

tion [30,31].

• The benefits of motion is null for recognition of unfamiliar faces, which led some

researchers to question whether facial dynamics are truly informative [31,32].

For example, Snow et al. [30] have found that speech-related facial movements

distract the observer’s attention from the identity of a face, thus degrading

the recognition performance [30,32].

To date, the exact role of dynamics in face recognition is still a subject of debate.

While some studies report a motion benefit [20, 31, 33, 34], others find no benefit
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of motion [32, 35, 36]. A closer look shows that the experiment settings differ sig-

nificantly between these studies, e.g. cooperative or non-cooperative subjects, the

facial stimuli, the types of data presented to observers. For example, Snow et al. [30]

employ realistic 2D videos of heads involved in rigid motions (Figure 1), whereas Hill

& Johnston [27] project facial nonrigid motions of actors onto a synthetic 3D head

models (Figure 2). In another scenario, Knappmeyer et al. [34] train participants

to discriminate two synthetic faces that were animated with different nonrigid facial

motion patterns (Figure 3). All these works employ cooperative subjects under op-

timal viewing conditions, while results reported by Christie et al. [32] and Bruce et

al. [35, 36] employ surveillance videos of non-cooperative subjects. Such disparities

may explain why conclusions differ. It emerges however from these studies that

different types of motions affect identity perception in different ways.

Figure 1: Stimuli for a study comparing static and dynamic face perceptions by

humans presented by Snow et al. [30]. Similar recognition rates are observed whether

the recognition is based on one static face (row 1), a random set of static faces (row

2), or a true rigid motion sequence (row 3), displayed for identical exposition time.

This proves that rigid facial motion does not have any impact on identity recognition.
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Figure 2: Facial stimulus used in Hill and Johnston [27]. Facial motions of a human

actor are transferred to a synthetic head. Observers are asked to recognise both

gender and identity from motion information alone. Rigid head motions appear

useful for identity recognition, while nonrigid motion allows gender recognition.

Figure 3: Stimuli used in Knappmeyer et al. [34]. During a training phase observers

were familiarised with two moving faces Stefan and Lester, one animated with Mo-

tion A and the other animated with Motion B. At test, each face of a morph sequence

between Stefan and Lester are combined with Motion A or Motion B. Observers had

to decide whether the animated faces looked more like Stefan or Lester. The study

found that nonrigid motion biases observers’ perception of identity.
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It has often been an issue to determine which types of motions - rigid or nonrigid

- are the most beneficial for identity recognition. For example, experiments have

considered rigid head movements such as nodding [20,25,34], facial expressions [20,

34], blinking rate and speaking patterns such as small mouth movements and upward

smile during speech [20]. Here again, there are two different opinions. While Hill

& Johnston [27] found only weak benefits of nonrigid motions compared to robust

effects of rigid head motions, Knappmeyer et al. [34] found on the contrary strong

effects of nonrigid motions. However, unlike Hill & Johnston who employ speech-

related movements, Knappmeyer et al. used expressive facial actions (Figure 3).

In summary, examination of related works in perceptual studies above underlines

a number of main issues. First, there is no standardised methodology for the study

of facial motion in identity perception, making it difficult to compare results and

gain reliable knowledge of the problem. One might also express reservation concern-

ing the use of either realistic video, or motion capture to animate synthetic faces.

Since both facial forms and facial motions are presented to observers, it is unclear

to which extent the physical aspect of the face - artificial or real - influences identity

perception. Therefore, one cannot know for sure that the observers’ decision making

is based solely on motion. Secondly, the experiments carried out in these studies

typically employ small numbers of observers, between 13 and 29 in Knappmeyer et

al. [34], 49 in Lander et al. [33], 8 healthy observers and 1 prosopagnosic patient

in Steede et al. [20]. Since humans possess different abilities to recognise faces, un-

less experiments are carried out on a statistically significant number of participants,

results and interpretations need to be considered with extreme caution. Three in-

dications emerge nevertheless from these studies: (1) There has been so far more

evidence indicating that motion is beneficial for identity perception. However, this

does not necessarily exclude the other two theories, as these may play complemen-
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tary roles, and apply to different phases in the process of perceiving, encoding, and

remembering a face in different conditions of the recognition task [31], (2) Differ-

ent types of facial motions seem to affect identity perception in different ways, (3)

Familiarity of faces plays a role.

1.3 Neurological basis of face perception

A quantitative method to assess the role of motion in face recognition stems from

cognitive neuroscience. In real-life, the way in which the brain simultaneously pro-

cesses multiple facial stimuli (e.g. facial form, motion, emotion, age, gender) has

been extensively studied by means of either Functional Magnetic Resonance Imag-

ing (fMRI) or Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [37–40]. Figure 4 shows a

comparison of brain activities across three recognition tasks.

Figure 4: Comparison of brain activities across three recognition tasks. (1) BM: bio-

logical motions of a subject wearing reflective markers, (2) Face/Gender recognition,

(3) NRM: nonrigid body motions [21].
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In general, the recognition process of any object activates areas within the tem-

poral cortices of the brain. For complex objects such as faces, the recognition takes

place in several places including the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), the superior tem-

poral sulcus (STS), the ventral striatum, the inferior convexity, the fusiform gyrus

(FG), and the amygdala. Unknown objects are compared to mnemonic represen-

tations of known objects stored in memory, and the decision making is achieved

through various responses of neurons located in the latter parts of the ventral

stream [21,39,41].

Figure 5: Brain activities in response to different types of stimuli in Puce et al. [41].

FG: fusiform gyrus. ITG: inferior temporal gyrus. LG: lingual gyrus. MTG: middle

temporal gyrus. STG: superior temporal gyrus. OTS: occipito-temporal sulcus.

STS: superior temporal sulcus.
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Although the STS and the FG are commonly thought to be involved in static

face recognition, it is unclear whether these regions integrate both form and motion,

and to what degree. To answer this question, Puce et al. [41] proposed to investigate

brain activation in healthy subjects when presented with either natural or visually

impoverished line drawn facial motion displays. They employed alternative mouth

opening and closing movements repeated 7 times over a 12-second period. There

were no significant rigid head movements. The responses of the STS and the FG are

shown in Figure 5. The timing and location of neural activity elicited to both natural

and impoverished images of facial motion indicate that both motion types evoked

responses in the same cortical region at around the same latency. However, the brain

activity induced by realistic facial motion is significantly stronger compared to that

induced by drawn line motion.

These results partially contradict earlier work carried out by Haxby et al. [39,40],

which suggested that static and dynamic facial stimuli elicited different cognitive

mechanisms. According to Haxby, the moving components are processed in the

superior temporal sulcus region (STS) of the dorsal visual stream, whereas the static

components are processed in the fusiform face area. This theory was later extended

by O’Toole et al. [25] who proposed a comprehensive model of face perception, as

shown in Figure 6.

There also exists an emerging research trend for assessing the role of motion in

face perception, which consists of studying prosopagnosia, an impairment in which

a person is unable to recognise familiar faces. To date, only two studies have inves-

tigated whether a person who is impaired at static face recognition can use facial

motion as a cue to identity. While the prosopagnosic patient studied in Steede et

al. [20] performed successfully on all tasks relative to using moving faces, indicating

that he could use facial motion to access identity, Lander et al. [42] reported that
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Figure 6: Model proposed by O’Toole et al. [25] for mapping face recognition onto

the neural system. MT: middle temporal visual area. FFA: fusiform face area. STS:

superior temporal sulcus.
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their prosopagnosic patient was unable to use facial motions to explicitly recognise

individuals. However, they observed that the patient was significantly better at

matching moving faces which exhibit similar patterns, suggesting that motion plays

a role to some extent.

Finally, the study of emotion recognition in faces has also received a great deal of

interest. It has long been established that the amygdala - a group of neurons located

deep within the medial temporal lobes of the brain - is responsible for assigning

affective significance to faces. Damage to the fusiform gyrus and the amygdala

results in impaired face recognition [43,44]. fMRI scans of healthy subjects show that

part of the fusiform gyrus was significantly activated during face recognition [37,38],

while fMRI scans of patients with autism and Asperger syndrome show a failure to

activate the fusiform face area during face processing [44].
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2 Underlying anatomy of facial actions

In proposing facial motion as the basis for a new class of biometrics, it remains

to ascertain that it is viable, i.e. it must be permanent and unique to each indi-

vidual. This aspect has been largely ignored in previous studies [15–18], or merely

assumed [45], relying on the fact that if the anatomical structure of a static face is

unique, then this uniqueness should be reflected in the dynamic patterns inferred

from facial expressions. However, it is unclear whether the uniqueness of static faces

itself has ever been formally proven [46]. It is possible that this belief was suggested

as a premise long time ago, dating back to at least the Roman Empire, and em-

pirically established over time. Pliny the Elder (23-79 A.D.), in Naturalis Historia,

wrote:

“The human features and countenance, although composed of but ten

parts or little more, are so fashioned that among so many thousands of

men there are no two in existence who cannot be distinguished from one

another”

2.1 Uniqueness across individuals

It has been long known to anthropologists that human facial musculature can vary

greatly across individuals [47]. In 1931, Huber observed that each ethnicity had its

own modes of expression, and attributed this peculiarity to the different arrange-

ments of the facial musculature of each race [48]. For example, the risorius muscle

(see Figure 7), which is involved in various expressions e.g. extreme fear and smile,

is generally absent in people of Melanesian ancestry. Other recent studies have also

reported similar muscle arrangement disparity in subjects within the same ethnic

group [49]. Of the core muscles which are present in every individual, structural vari-
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Figure 7: Facial muscles: 1) Galea aponeurotica, 2) Frontalis, 3) Procerus, 4) De-

pressor supercilii, 5) Corrugator supercilii, 6) Orbicularis oculi, 7) Nasalis, 8) Levator

labii superioris, 9) Levator anguli oris, 10) Levator labii superioris alaeque nasi, 11)

Orbicularis oris, 12) Mentalis, 13) Depressor labii inferioris, 14) Depressor anguli

oris, 15) Platysma, 16) Masseter, 17) Zygomaticus major, 18) Zygomaticus minor,

19) Temporalis, 20) Risorius.
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ations can usually be observed in the way they are connected to the bone structure

and the soft tissue, and also in their asymmetries. For example, in most individuals,

the platysma muscle inserts to the skin over the inferior part of the mandible, but

in some individuals, it inserts in the lateral cheek, causing a furrow [50]. Dimples,

which are caused by the presence of a bifid zygomaticus major muscle, are present

in 17 of 50 subjects studied in Pessa et al. [49, 51].

These observations are interesting inasmuch as they allow to explain why some

patterns are unique to certain persons, e.g. dimples and ability to raise one eye-

brow. This has led Waller et al. [52] to formulate the hypothesis that humans only

need a core set of 5 facial muscles to produce basic facial expressions (e.g. anger,

happiness, surprise, etc). These involve a combination of basic facial actions which

are universally recognizable across individuals of any ethnic groups, age, and gender.

For some individuals, however, more muscles can be involved in the production

of certain facial expressions, allowing them to exhibit idiosyncrasies. In light of

these findings, it appears plausible that moving faces exhibit higher distinctiveness

compared to static faces, because certain underlying idiosyncrasies become visible

only when the muscles are activated, e.g single or double cheek dimples, muscle

folds, and furrows.

2.2 Stability over time

To date, there is not a great deal of published information on the stability of facial

actions over time. The only literature stems from either craniofacial research, in

the context of dental surgery planning [53–55], or from research on emotions [56,57]

based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) developed by Ekman et al. [58].

The first systematic study on facial expression reproducibility in craniofacial

research was reported by Johnston et al. [53], as shown in Figure 8. The authors
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Figure 8: Assessment of facial motion reproducibility in Johnston et al. [53]. Land-

marks are manually placed on the subject face, and their displacements across

recording sessions are measured.

examined the stability of facial motion in 30 healthy Caucasians over two weeks,

using expressions such as lip purse, maximal smile, natural smile, cheek puff, and

the rest position where participants were asked to speak short words in a relaxed

way. The most interesting aspect that emerges from this study is that there exists a

hierarchy in the reproducibility of facial actions, with rest position being significantly

more reproducible than lip purse, maximal smile, natural smile, and finally cheek

puff. The main limitation of this study is that it uses the displacements of the

landmarks manually drawn on faces as a measure to assess the motion stability. Since

it is difficult to repeatedly place the landmarks exactly at the same positions across

different recording sessions, especially on the cheeks and chin, the assessment might

be plagued by landmark placement error. In a more recent study, Popat et al. [54,55]

proposed a markerless 3D data analysis method to assess the stability of facial

movements in 22 healthy subjects uttering the word ‘puppy’ within a 10-second time

interval. Reproducibility was measured as the percentage point deviation between
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two corresponding frames. High inter and intra-subject variations were observed

across repetitions, with the viseme ‘pup’ appearing less stable than the viseme ’-py’.

Figure 9: Assessment of face expression reproducibility by Ekman and asso-

ciates [57]. EMG of the zygomaticus major (blue) and the corresponding temporal

variations of lip corner motion (red) in a subject smiling.

To this date, Ekman and his associates [56,57] have been the only ones to inves-

tigate the reproducibility of facial actions specifically for use in identity recognition.

Their study, however, is limited to two emotional expressions, happiness and pain.

In a first study, 65 young and healthy adults are observed while watching a 5-minute

film clip intended to elicit genuine emotions, e.g. smiles. Two methods are used to

measure facial activities: electromyography (EMG) of the zygomaticus major mus-

cle, and the polar coordinates of the lip corners, as shown in Figure 9. In a second

study, 85 middle-aged to older adults known to have a history of heart disease are

observed over a 4-month interval in a clinical interview setting. Facial expressions

are manually coded using the FACS coding system [58], then the Pearson’s cor-

relation coefficients are used to compare facial performances [57]. Although high

recognition error rates of ≈ 50% have been found, both studies conclude that indi-

vidual differences in facial expression are stable over time and these can be used for

person recognition.
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Very little work - if any - has been done so far to study the reproducibility

of speech-related facial actions for person identification. The purpose of the next

section is to review the literature in articulatory phonetics in order to collect useful

information related to both the uniqueness and stability of speech-related facial

movements.

2.3 Articulatory phonetics

With regard to speech-related facial motions, one might be tempted to see a direct

link with research on speech analysis where the distinctiveness of lip motions has

been studied to a certain extent [59,60]. However, lipreading and biometrics are two

different problems. While lipreading aims to recognise phonemes from lip shapes

(visemes) and must be speaker-independent, biometrics seeks on the contrary to

recognise the visemic dissimilarities across speakers uttering the same phoneme.

Research on visual speech, which aims to establish correspondence between

phonemes and visemes, focusses only on the lip region. A viseme is a static lip

pose associated with a particular sound. The lip dynamic during the transition

from one viseme to another is computed through morphing [62, 63]. Table 1 shows

a phoneme-to-viseme mapping for English language [61]. This methodology sets a

good basis for the synthesis of intelligible and realistic visual speech, but does not

provide any insight into the recognition of a person’s speaking patterns. Speech

production is a far more complex process, and a detailed examination of the vocal

track is necessary to understand the idiosyncrasies and the reproducibility of related

facial movements.

Figure 10 shows the major speech organs and the principal points of articulation

in the vocal track. Speech postures can involve intra-oral points of articulation - e.g.

the dental (/t/,/d/) and the velar (/k/,/g/) - or extra-oral points of articulation - e.g.
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Viseme Phoneme

/p/

P

B

M

EM

/f/
F

V

/t/

T

D

S

Z

TH

DH

DX

/w/

W

WH

R

Viseme Phoneme

/k/

K

G

N

L

NX

HH

Y

EL

EN

/iy/
IY

IH

/aa/ AA

/ah/

AH

AX

AY

/er/ ER

Viseme Phoneme

/ch/

CH

JH

SH

ZH

/ey/

EH

EY

AE

AW

/ao/

AO

OY

IX

OW

/uh/
UH

UW

/sp/
SIL

SP

Table 1: Phoneme to viseme mapping for English language [61].
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Figure 10: Major speech organs and points of articulation [64].
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Speech postures Duration (ms) ≈ Number of video frames

unrounded to rounded 50 - 100 3 - 5

protrusion to un-protruded 200 - 300 10 - 15

single reversal ≥ 200 ≥ 10

duration of stoppage 40 - 150 2 - 7

Table 2: Examples of speech postures and their typical durations. The corresponding

number of frames is calculated for a camera operating at 48fps.

the bilabial (/p/,/b/,/m/) and the labiodental (/f/,/v/). The majority of consonants

require physical contacts between two articulators, momentarily blocking the airflow

through the vocal track. On the contrary, vowels and some particular consonants

such as /w/, do not involve any blockage of the airstream [64].

A common characteristic event is one where two articulators make contact and

then release. Several measures can be employed to describe the timing of these

movements. Westbury et al. [65] proposed to measure the time taken to perform a

single reversal in which the structure moves away from contact and returns to make

contact again. The time taken by an articulator to manoeuver from a constricted

position to a specific position for a vowel and back again to a constricted position

is usually slightly greater than 200ms, except for vowels which require small lip

apertures. Movements of the lower lip, the tongue blade and the tongue dorsum are

linked to that of the mandible which operates at a period of ≈ 150ms. Therefore,

alternative opening and closing movements of the lip require at least 150 to 200ms.

Kenneth et al. [66] reported that the time taken to manoeuver the lips from an un-

rounded to a rounded configuration is typically from 50 to 100ms. Perkell et al. [67]

estimated the total time required from the beginning of a protrusion movement to

a non-protruded configuration for a vowel like /u/ appears to be in the range of 200

to 300ms. Examples of basic speech units and their timing are shown in Table 2.
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While the durations of stop consonants (i.e. involving blockage of the vocal track)

are constrained by the timing of speech kinetics, utterances of vowels and non-stop

consonants (/w/,/r/,/sh/) can be prolonged as long as one’s breath lasts, like when

humming a tune. For nasal (/m/,/n/), the airflow blockage does take place in the

oral track, but the velum is lowered to let the air through the nose cavity, allowing

the sound to prolong. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that there

exists a hierarchy in the reproducibility of facial actions. Consonants that involve

strong contacts between two speech articulators are constrained by timing of the

speech kinetics, while vowels and consonants that allow trailing are more likely to

be subject to variations, depending on the speech contexts, co-articulations, speech-

rate, and the speaker’s hesitations.

Hypotheses that explain the uniqueness of nonverbal facial expressions also apply

to speech-related facial movements, i.e. the disparities of facial musculatures and

their participation in facial expressions across individuals [52]. The Orbicularis oris is

the major muscle associated with lip movements. It operates in various combinations

with other muscles to yield a considerable range of lip configurations [64]:

− Vowels such as /aw/ (e.g. talk, hoard) have lip rounding and protrusion as part

of their articulatory configuration. This requires the Orbicularis oris and the

Mentalis, with the latter raising and protruding the lower lip when contracted.

− Precise, rapid closure and release of the lips, as required in bilabial (/p/,/b/),

involve the Orbicularis oris to close and hold the lips together, and the levator

and depressor muscles to open the lips rapidly at release. Raising of the upper

lip is controlled by the Zigomaticus Minor, and the two Levator Labii Superior

muscles. Lowering of the lower lip is controlled by the Depressor Labii Inferior.

− Lateral movements of the mouth corners is controlled by the Buccinator and
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the Risorius which spread the lips, and the Zigomaticus Major which draws

the mouth angle back and upwards. For labiodental (/f/,/v/), the Orbicularis

oris pulls the lower lip inwards and presses it against the upper teeth, while

the Buccinator, Risorius and Zigomaticus Major retract the mouth angles to

spread the lips. Visemes such as /ee/ (e.g. heed), require the lips to be spread,

also involve the Buccinator, Risorius and Zigomatic Major muscles.

The mandible is capable of movements in vertical, longitudinal and lateral direc-

tions. It acts both as a moving articulator an anchor point for a number of muscles

which affect and are affected by its movements. Many internal organs of the vocal

track are not visible under normal circumstances, they do nevertheless cause visi-

ble facial appearance variations. For example, the intra-oral pressure when air is

injected into the oral cavity prior to (/p/,/b/) causes a slight cheek puff.

Finally, it is important to notice that language is a social learning process which

is influenced by feedbacks from the environment, and may change over time. For

native English speakers, language is acquired during childhood, the pronunciation

of words is adjusted to the local accent, and reaches a certain stability in adulthood.

For non-native speakers, the learning process of a foreign language is also influenced

by feedbacks from the environment, combined with particular pronunciations that

characterise the accents inherited from the mother tongues. Local dialects also plays

a great role. For example, in a study of speech perception, Ladefoged [68] found that

27 out of 30 speakers of Californian English used an inter-dental /θ/ in which the

tip of the tongue was protruded between the teeth in words such as (‘think’, ‘thin’),

whereas the majority of Southern British speakers used a dental /θ/ without tongue

protrusion. Many sociolinguistic differences can be found, for example, ‘either’ one

says /ee-th-er/, and others say /ahy-th-er/, the word ‘tomato’ is pronounced by some

as /tuh-mey-toh/, whereas others say /tuh-mah-toh/. All these peculiarities result
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in different observable facial deformations caused by the movements of different

sets of articulators, making speech-related facial motions highly distinctive across

individuals.
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3 Automatic machine recognition

Little work has been done so far to investigate the automation of facial motion

recognition by machine vision techniques. Of the few attempts, there exist two

main trends. The first trend stems from facial expression recognition for behavioural

studies, and the second arises from research on lipreading / speech analysis.

3.1 Methods inspired by facial expression recognition

The majority of implementations today are based on algorithms that are borrowed

directly from research on facial expression recognition. They employ emotional facial

expressions (e.g. smile, surprise, anger) and adopt a binary gesture approach, using

two images of a person, one neutral face and one at the apex of some expression.

Landmarks are placed on key facial features in both images, then the displacements

of the corresponding landmark points are measured as an indication of facial move-

ments and used for recognition. The classification employs Hidden Markov Models

(HMM) to estimate the AU parameters [69, 70], or other methods such as PCA,

ICA, Gabor wavelet, and local Eigen-features [71]. Extensive reviews of different

methods have been conducted by Fidaleo in 2003 [72] and Collins in 2006 [73]. The

most recent work is that of Tulyakov et al. in 2007, who tested a semi-automated

system using 46 sad, 38 happy expression images of 3 persons excerpted from Big

Brother footage, with a result of 40% Equal Error Rate using an Eigen-features

approach [74].

3.2 Speaker recognition by lipreading

In 1996, Luettin et al. [15] observed clear idiosyncrasies across speakers while study-

ing lipreading, and proposed to use this peculiarity for speaker identification. Audio-

video data of 12 subjects uttering digits from ‘1’ to ‘4’ was employed in their test,
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as shown in Figure 11. Two repetitions were recorded for each subject, the first one

was used to train an Active Shape Model [75], and the second one for testing. Us-

ing HMM for classification, they reported 72.9% correct matches using shape alone,

89.6% using intensity alone, and 91.7% for combined shape and intensity.

Figure 11: Example images of subjects uttering digits from 1 to 4 and lip tracking

results in Luettin et al. [15].

A number of similar studies followed Luettin’s work with comparable results [16], of

which the most recent is the work of Faraj et al. [18] where the authors reported a

recognition rate of 98% on a database of 300 subjects, using both video and audio

data in the recognition process. All these systems share two particularities: (1) they

employ long speech sequences of uttered digits from ‘0’ to ‘9’, and (2) they focus

on the lip motions while excluding all other parts of the face. More recently, in

2009, Tistarelli et al. [76] tested a holistic approach on a database of 21 participants

uttering digits from ‘1’ to ‘10’, with 5 recordings from each subject. Using a Pseudo-

Hierarchical HMM, they reported a performance of 6% Equal Error Rate.

3.3 Standard face databases

At the moment, the main barrier to experimental study of facial motions for identity

recognition is the lack of appropriate face data. Of the previous works, the majority

employ standard face databases which have been collected for other research pur-
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poses, for instance, the 2D Cohn-Kanade [69] database of FACS Action Units [58]

that was aimed for emotion recognition. More recently, a new face database was

released by the University of Binghamton, USA which includes 3D video sequences

of 101 subjects performing six basic emotional expressions e.g. angry, disgust, fear,

happiness, sadness, and surprise [77], as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The face database collected at the University of Binghamton which in-

clude 3D video data of 101 subjects performing 6 basic emotions [77].

The major limitation of these databases is that they are aimed for facial expression

recognition, and do not include repetitions over time. Furthermore, the participants

are usually trained by psychologists to produce only ‘valid’ facial expressions. This

type of highly controlled lab-condition data is not suitable for the testing of applica-

tions such as biometrics where, in real-life situations, näıve users may interact with

the system in the most unpredictable way.

Other popular face databases are those employed in speech research, such as

the M2VTS [78] and the XM2VTSDB [79] databases, which include audio-video

sequences of continuously uttered digits from ‘0’ to ‘9’, and spoken phrases such

as ‘Joe took fathers green shoe bench out’. Also commonly used is the DAVID
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database [80] where 9 participants wearing blue lipstick utter isolated digits, as

shown in Figure 13(a). There exist also customised data sets such as that recorded

by Fidaleo et al. [17] as shown in Figure 13(b). All these face databases present a

number of limitations that make them unsuitable for use in biometrics. In fact, the

use of make-up and devices that involve physical contacts is inconvenient in a real-

world situation because this is too invasive and inevitably raises hygiene concerns

when deployed in public places e.g. busy airports and ATM machines.

Figure 13: Left: data capture for the DAVID database [80]. Right: a wooden box

is used to control the head position in Fidaleo et al. [17].

As far as the choice of speech is concerned, uttered digits from ‘0’ to ‘9’ are not

the most adequate for the study of facial motions in biometrics. In fact, although

any type of speech can be considered for identity recognition, choosing words which

exhibit high biometric power is similar to choosing strong computer login passwords

over weak ones. Words such as bilabial articulations (/p/,/b/,/m/) are viseme rich

because the variations occur at the visible parts of the face and are easy to capture

by a video camera. Therefore, these speech postures should be preferred to intra-

oral articulations e.g. (/t/,/n/,/s/). Spoken words such as ‘Mississippi’ used in

craniofacial research [53] are also not suitable for biometrics because of the limited

variety of visemes involved. It is well known for password-based computer login

that repetitive patterns make weak passwords, this also applies to the present case.

Furthermore, although long phrases are necessary for speech analysis, they require
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intensive processing effort, especially in 3D. Although one might consider using only

short segments of the long phrases, such ‘cut out’ syllables are inevitably plagued

by co-articulation effects, which unnecessarily complicates the problem.
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